
 

Measuring Equipment by Al Rizq Al Halal Trading LLC: 

Precision and Quality You Can Trust 

 

 

When it comes to precision measurement, having the right equipment is crucial. Al Rizq Al 

Halal Trading LLC stands at the forefront of providing top-tier measuring equipment 

designed to meet the highest standards of accuracy and reliability. With a commitment to 

quality and customer satisfaction, Al Rizq Al Halal Trading LLC offers a comprehensive 

range of measuring equipment that cater to various industrial and commercial needs. 

 

Our Product Range 

 

1. Calibration Instruments 

https://arhtrd.com/measuring-instruments-dealers-uae


 

Ensuring that your equipment is always performing at its best is essential. Our calibration 

instruments are designed to provide precise adjustments and verifications for a wide array 

of devices, ensuring they deliver accurate readings every time. 

 

2. Dimensional Measuring Tools 

 

From micrometers to calipers, our dimensional measuring tools are built for exactitude. 

Whether you need to measure length, width, height, or thickness, our tools provide the 

accuracy required for detailed work in manufacturing, engineering, and quality control. 

 

3. Environmental Measuring Equipment 

 

Monitoring environmental conditions is vital in many industries. We offer state-of-the-art 

equipment to measure temperature, humidity, air quality, and other environmental factors, 

helping you maintain optimal conditions for your operations. 

 

4. Electrical Measuring Instruments 

 

Safety and precision are paramount when dealing with electrical systems. Our range of 

electrical measuring instruments includes multimeters, oscilloscopes, and clamp meters, all 

designed to provide accurate readings and enhance the safety of your electrical inspections 

and maintenance tasks. 

 

5. Pressure and Flow Meters 

 

For industries reliant on fluid dynamics, accurate measurement of pressure and flow is 

crucial. Our pressure and flow meters are engineered to provide reliable data, ensuring 

efficient and safe operation of your systems. 

 

 Why Choose Al Rizq Al Halal Trading LLC? 

 

Quality Assurance 

 

Every product we offer is sourced from reputable manufacturers known for their 

excellence in precision engineering. Our rigorous quality control processes ensure that 

every piece of equipment meets our high standards before it reaches you. 

 

Expertise and Support 

 



Our team of experts is always on hand to provide guidance and support. Whether you need 

help selecting the right equipment for your needs or require technical support, we are here 

to assist you every step of the way. 

 

Competitive Pricing 

 

We believe that top-quality measuring equipment should be accessible to all businesses. 

That’s why we offer our products at competitive prices, ensuring you get the best value for 

your investment. 

 

Customer Satisfaction 

 

Your satisfaction is our priority. We strive to build long-lasting relationships with our 

clients by providing exceptional service and support. Your feedback is invaluable to us as 

we continually seek to improve our offerings. 

 

 Contact Us 

 

Discover the full range of measuring equipment available at Al Rizq Al Halal Trading LLC. 

Visit our website or contact our sales team to learn more about how we can meet your 

measurement needs with precision and reliability.  

Location: 15 Al Burj St – Deira, Dubai  15 Al Burj St – Deira, DubaiAl Burj St – 
Phone: +971 50 684 6500  

Email: info@arhtrd.com  

Website: https://arhtrd.com/  

 

Al Rizq Al Halal Trading LLC is proud to be your go-to dealer for all measuring tools & 

equipments. Experience the difference in quality and performance with our premium range 

of products. 
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